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The purposes of this study were: 
•  to examine self-ratings of vocal status 

acquired f rom treatment-seeking 
ind iv idua ls w i th musc le tens ion 
dysphonia (MTD) and normal controls

•  to examine potential correlational 
relationships between subjective self-
ratings and objective measures

For seven days, 23 treatment-seeking 
individuals with MTD and 22 matched normal 
controls wore the Voice Health Monitor, an 
ambulatory voice monitoring system using a 
neck-surface miniature accelerometer:

Every five hours, subjects responded to 
three vocal status questions on visual analog 
scales from 0–100: difficulty with soft, high-
pitched phonation (D-SHP); discomfort; and 
fatigue:

 
 

Self-ratings were analyzed to determine 
whether differences existed between patients 
and controls and within patients over 
clinically meaningful periods of time.

A preliminary examination was performed 
between self-ratings and objective voice use 
measures to determine whether any simple, 
linear relationships exist between changes in 
estimates of voice use (fundamental 
frequency, sound pressure level, and vocal 
dose measures) and subjective reports of 
vocal status in individuals with MTD.

Patients vs. Normal Controls Patients:  
Variation Over Five Days

Self-Ratings vs. Objective Measures

A preliminary examination of correlations between self-ratings and objective 
ambulatory measures of voice yielded no simple relationships. The lack of overall 
correlations in this data set may be interpreted in several ways: (1) there is not a 
single objective voice use measure that is significantly correlated with self-
reported vocal status across individuals with MTD, (2) clusters of objective voice 
use measures are more highly correlated with vocal status than any single 
measure, (3) sub-categories of MTD may exist. 
For example, 3 females demonstrated a strong log-linear relationship (r = 0.70) 
between vocal status ratings and cycle dose, where vocal fatigue significantly 
degraded with increased cycle dose. In the future, more sophisticated ambulatory 
measurements, such as cepstral peak prominence, relative fundamental 
frequency, aerodynamic features, etc., may provide stronger correlations with 
self-reported ratings. 
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•  Individuals diagnosed with MTD 
reported higher levels of D-SHP, 
discomfort, and fatigue than matched 
normal controls.

•  Results support the hypothesis that 
self-ratings of vocal status tend to 
indicate voice degradation over the 
course of a day.
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Mean  
self-rating of  
discomfort

Day	

D-SHP
P-C = +30.55

Discomfort
P-C = +25.00

Fatigue
P-C = +33.02
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Mean = +6.07
(p = 0.044)

patients
controls

patient (n = 23)
control (n = 22)

For each self-rating, P-C reports the mean difference (p < 0.001) between 
patient and matched-control self-ratings.
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See handout for references. 

•  Self-reported vocal status does not 
appear to degrade over the course of 
five consecutive days.

•  Individuals experiencing vocal fatigue 
tended to rate themselves as more 
fatigued during the workweek than on 
the weekend.


